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Abstract: The ZrW2O8 family of materials has been shown to display the unusual property of an isotropic
bulk contraction in volume as a function of temperature. We report here on negative thermal expansion properties
and oxygen migration at very low temperatures in ZrW2-xMoxO8 phases. ZrWMoO8 shows significant negative
thermal expansion (Rl ) -8.7 × 10-6 K-1) and oxygen migration at temperatures as low as 200 K with an
activation energy of 0.23 eV. We are unaware of oxygen migration at such low temperatures in other electronic
insulators. The low-temperature migration is associated with an order-disorder transition between theR and
â forms of the material with∆Vdisorder) -0.24%. A negative volume change for an order-disorder transition
is unusual.

Introduction

The recent description of significant isotropic negative thermal
expansion (NTE) in cubic ZrW2O8 over a wide temperature
range has stimulated considerable interest in this topic.1-3 NTE
materials have a number of potential applications, the most
obvious being in the production of composite bodies with
precisely controllable positive, negative, or zero coefficients of
thermal expansion. Such composites would find use in optical,
electronic, and engineering applications. To date, most attention
has been concentrated on the contraction properties of these
materials. Here we report on the observation of NTE and oxygen
mobility at unusually low temperatures in ZrWMoO8; this
mobility is related to an order-disorder phase transition in the
material. Oxide ion mobility in ceramics has a number of
potential areas of application including gas sensors, oxidation
catalysis, and in fuel cells.

Many of the unusual properties of ZrW2O8 can be directly
related to its crystal structure (Figure 1), which contains corner
sharing ZrO6 octahedra and WO4 tetrahedra. The ZrO6 octahedra
share all six corners with WO4 tetrahedra, whereas WO4

tetrahedra share only three of their four corners with ZrO6

octahedra. Six of the eight oxygens in each formula unit are
thus in two-coordinate Zr-O-W bridges. The arrangement of
the WO4 groups is such that pairs of tetrahedra lie along the
main 3-fold body diagonal of the cubic unit cell. One oxygen
lies in an asymmetric W‚‚‚O-W bridge with one very long (2.40
Å) and one short (1.72 Å) bond to the tetrahedral metal. The
final oxygen atom, however, is strictly one coordinate and is

bonded to a single W atom. The openness of this structure is
perhaps one reasonR-ZrW2O8 (F ) 5.08 g cm-3) is only
metastable at temperatures below 1400 K with respect to the
more condensed binaries ZrO2 (F ) 5.83 g cm-3) and WO3 (F
) 7.19 g cm-3). A second reason for instability is the unusually
low coordination environment of one oxygen atom. InR-ZrW2O8

this low-coordinate oxygen is associated with the occurrence
of an ambient pressure phase transition to a dynamically
disordered state (â-ZrW2O8) at around 448 K and to a more
dense phase (γ-ZrW2O8) at 300 K and around 0.3 GPa.4

The ambient pressure phase transition can be understood in
a number of different ways. In low-temperatureR-ZrW2O8 the
one-coordinate oxygen atoms can be described as lying on a
face-centered cubic lattice with its origin at∼(1/4, 1/4, 1/4) of
the unit cell depicted in Figure 1. In the high-temperatureâ
structure the oxygens are dynamically disordered over the full
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Figure 1. The structure ofR-ZrM2O8. (A) A polyhedral representation
showing ZrO6 octahedra and MO4 tetrahedra. (B) A ball-and-stick
representation of a section of the structure; Zr is shown as small black
spheres, M as small light spheres, one-coordinate oxygen atoms as larger
open spheres, and two-coordinate oxygen as large gray spheres;1/8th
of the face-centered lattice on which the one coordinate atoms lie is
shown with dotted lines. (C) Schematic representation of pairs of MO4

tetrahedra in the structure (for example those on the main body diagonal
of the structure in part B), and their disorder in the high-temperature
â form of the material.
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and empty sites of this lattice. An alternative description is in
terms of the pairs of 2(WO4) tetrahedra shown in Figure 1C. In
the low-temperature structure these tetrahedra all “point” in a
definite direction. If one envisages a 4.6 Å hop of the terminal
oxygen atom of one 2(WO4) pair (e.g. that at∼(3/4, 3/4, 1/4) of
Figure 1B) to the empty end of a second pair (e.g. the vacant
site at∼(3/4, 3/4, 3/4)) followed by a 0.26 Å migration of the
W‚‚‚O-W bridging oxygen and migration of the original
terminal oxygen atom of the second pair, one effectively reverses
the direction in which the 2(WO4) pair points. Borrowing the
language of organic chemistry, this can be described as a series
of coupled SN2 reactions. In the high-temperature structure of
â-ZrW2O8 this process occurs in a dynamic fashion.

Despite constraints imposed by the metastable nature of
ZrM2O8 materials, it has recently been shown that it is possible
to prepare ZrW2-xMoxO8 phases over the entire composition
range 0e x e 2.5-7 In this paper we report results of variable-
temperature neutron diffraction experiments, which have been
used to investigate details of the structures and thermal
expansion properties of two important members of this series
(x ) 1, ZrWMoO8; andx ) 2, ZrMo2O8). These investigations
have shown that both these materials show strong isotropic
negative thermal expansion over a wide temperature range. In
addition, we show that ZrWMoO8 undergoes a phase transition
from the disorderedâ form to the orderedR form at around
270 K. Temperature-time dependent diffraction studies have
been used to follow the kinetics of the phase transition, and
reveal the onset of oxygen migration at unusually low temper-
atures in this material.

Experimental Details

Cubic ZrWMoO8 was prepared by literature methods.6 Chemical
analysis of the sample used for diffraction studies gave a W:Mo ratio
of 1:1.1(5). Cubic ZrMo2O8 was prepared using a modification of the
published synthesis.8 ZrMo2O7(OH)2‚2H2O was prepared according to
the method of Clearfield9 and decomposed at 723 K to produce a mixed-
phase sample containing both cubic (78.2% by mass) and trigonal
(21.8%) ZrMo2O8. In our hands the temperature required for formation
of the cubic phase was significantly higher than that reported by Lind
(633 K).8

Powder neutron diffraction data were recorded using the High-
Resolution Powder Diffractometer (HRPD) at the ISIS pulsed source
of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL), UK, over a time-of-
flight range of 34000-114000 µs (d ) 2.364 to 0.7050 Å). For
ZrWMoO8, 13.26 g of powdered material were packed into a 5.9 cm3

rectangular can, cooled from 300 to 2 K in 1 h and 23min, and held
at 1.65 K for 4 h 44 min in an ASScientific Instruments cryostat.
Diffraction data were then recorded in 2 K intervals as the sample was
warmed from 2 to 640 K. A total count time corresponding to 3µAh
(∼340 s) was used at each temperature. With a 2 min equilibration
time at each temperature, an average heating rate of 2 K every 471 s
resulted. Minor dips in beam intensity led to 9 of the 320 runs taking
ca. 700 s. A more extended beam loss led to a 45 min anneal at 310 K.
No significant discontinuities are evident in refined structural parameters
at these points. Data were also recorded as the sample was cooled from
639 to 99 K in 2 K steps. Beam fluctuations on cooling led to 9 runs
with an average run time of 1000 s, and an extended (6.5 h) anneal at

377 K. No discontinuity in refined parameters was observed at these
points. The sample was then cooled from 99 to 2 K in 1 h and 6 min
and a final low-temperature data set recorded.

To provide data between 99 and 2 K and to investigate the influence
of cooling rate on oxygen migration, neutron diffraction data were also
collected on cooling a sample of ZrWMoO8 in 2 K steps from 300 to
270 K (16.5 K h-1), 1 K steps to 200 K (8.25 K h-1), in 44 steps to 40
K (27 K h-1), and finally 2 K steps from 40 to 4 K (16.5 K h-1). The
sample was thus cooled through the phase transition (TC ∼ 270 K) at
approximately half the rate of the initial cooling experiment. Data sets
were again collected for 3µAh, resulting in an average time of 7 min
16 s at each experimental temperature.

For ZrMo2O8, 9 g of finely powdered material were again mounted
in a rectangular sample can, cooled to 4 K in 27min, and held at 4 K
for 1.5 h. Diffraction data were collected for 3µAh (310( 8 s) every
2 K from 4 to 450 K on warming, with a 2 min equilibration time at
each temperature. Beam losses led to an extended sample anneal of
497 min at 196 K. Significant changes in thermal expansion properties
were seen at this point. The sample was then cooled to 300 K in 1 h
22 min, held at this temperature for 15 min, and cooled in 4 K steps to
200 K, 8 K steps from 200 to 24, and 4 K steps to 4 K. Data were
collected for a total of 6.6µAh (ca. 11 min) on cooling, with a 3 min
equilibration time at each temperature.

X-ray diffraction data were recorded on a Siemens d5005 diffrac-
tometer using Cu KR radiation and a diffracted beam monochromator.
Data were collected from 10 to 140° 2θ with a step size of 0.02° and
a collection time of 40 s per step.

Diffraction data at each experimental temperature were analyzed
using the Rietveld method within the GSAS software suite.10 Refine-
ment of this large number of data sets (869 refinements in total) was
automated using local FORTRAN routines. Selected variables were
parametrized using protocols described elsewhere.11 Further details of
structural analysis will be published elsewhere.

High-temperature complex impedance measurements were made with
a Solartron 1260 impedance analyzer over a frequency range of 30
MHz to 1 Hz on a 1.74 mm thick pellet which had been sintered at
1120°C for 50 s. Pt contacts of approximately 2000 Å thickness were
placed on both sides of the pellet by electron beam evaporation. The
pellet was held for 20 min at each temperature prior to measurement.

Results and Discussions

Initial X-ray and neutron diffraction studies revealed that
ZrWMoO8 has the disorderedâ-structure at room temperature
and that the W:Mo ratio was 1:1.05(3), in good agreement with
chemical analysis.7 Thermal expansion and structural properties
as a function of temperature were determined by neutron powder
diffraction. A sample of ZrWMoO8 was cooled rapidly from
room temperature to 2 K and its neutron powder diffraction
pattern was recorded. Rietveld refinement of this quenched
sample showed the structure at 2 K was essentially unchanged
from that determined at room temperature. 320 powder diffrac-
tion data sets were then recorded in 2 K intervals as the material
was warmed from 2 to 640 K. Data were collected for 5.7 min
at each temperature, followed by 2 min for sample heating and
equilibration at the new temperature. The sample was then
equilibrated at 640 K for 1 h and diffraction data collected as
it was cooled in 2 K steps to 99 K, then rapidly to 2 K. A full
anisotropic structure refinement was performed at each tem-
perature using the Rietveld method10 and data analysis strategies
described elsewhere.11

The cubic unit cell parameter ofâ-ZrWMoO8 as a function
of temperature is shown in Figure 2. On warming a smooth,
continuous contraction is observed from the lowest temperatures
measured. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion between
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2 and 200 K is-7.69× 10-6 K-1.12 This compares withRl )
-8.86 × 10-6 K-1 for R-ZrW2O8 over the same temperature
range. The shape of the cell parameter curve suggests a similar
mechanism for thermal contraction as proposed for ZrW2O8.
Inelastic neutron scattering,13,14 heat capacity measurements,15

analysis of thermal expansion curves,16 and calculations17,18have
all suggested that these materials have a family of vibrational
modes with large negative Gruneisen parameters and energies
in the region of 1.5 to 8.5 meV that dominate their overall
thermal expansion properties. These modes can be thought of
as librational and translational modes of essentially undistorted
ZrO6 and WO4 polyhedra. On a local level, such modes involve
transverse motions of Zr-O-M bridges. In the absence of
significant expansion of individual metal-to-oxygen bond
distances, such modes will naturally contract Zr-M distances
and lead to NTE. Further discussion has been given elsewhere.3

From around 200 K, however, there is a marked deviation in
the temperature dependence of the cell parameter (awarm), and
a “hump” is seen in its behavior. By 280 K the cell parameter
has returned to its expected value. On cooling from 640 K the
cell parameter,acool, initially matchesawarm extremely closely,
with acool andawarm values between 638 and 300 K lying within
2 × 10-4 Å of each other. This figure gives a more realistic
estimate of the true precision of the cell parameter determination
(which depends on the precision of the temperature control)

than the Rietveld esd of 4× 10-5 Å. At around 270 K, however,
a marked divergence betweenawarm andacool is observed. By 2
K the cell parameter of the slow-cooled sample is some 0.0070
Å larger than that of the quenched sample. The slow-cooled
sample has a coefficient of thermal expansion of-8.69× 10-6

K-1 between 200 and 2 K, more negative than that of a
quenched sample over the same range.

This hysteresis in the cell parameter suggests that on slow
coolingâ-ZrWMoO8 undergoes a phase transition to the ordered
R-ZrM2O8 structure type. This phase transition (Figure 1C)
involves the ordering of the one-coordinate oxygen atoms in
the structure. Rietveld refinement of each individual data set
allows this oxygen ordering to be followed. Figure 3 shows the
fractional occupancy of the majority oxygen site as a function
of temperature. The refined data follow a simple theoretical

(12) The coefficient of thermal expansion,Rl, is defined here asRl ) lT
- l0/l0(T - T0), and will therefore depend on the temperature range used.

(13) Ernst, G.; Broholm, C.; Kowach, G. R.; Ramirez, A. P.Nature1998,
396, 147-149.

(14) Wang, K.; Reeber, R. R.Appl. Phys. Lett.2000, 76, 2203-2204.
(15) Ramirez, A. P.; Kowach, G. R.Phys. ReV. Lett. 1998, 80, 4903-

4906.
(16) David, W. I. F.; Evans, J. S. O.; Sleight, A. W.Europhys. Lett.

1999, 46, 661-669.
(17) Mittal, R.; Chaplot, S. L.Phys. ReV. B 1999, 60, 7234-7237.
(18) Pryde, A. K. A.; Hammonds, K. D.; Dove, M. T.; Heine, V.; Gale,
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Figure 2. The cubic cell parameter of (A) ZrWMoO8 on warming (open points) and cooling (closed points). A typical Rietveld uncertainty on an
individual point is 4× 10-5 Å, though the true precision is probably lower (see text). The solid line represents the thermal expansion of a hypothetical
fully disordered sample ofâ-ZrWMoO8, the dashed line a sample of orderedR-ZrWMoO8. The inset shows the fitted cell parameter in the region
of the phase transition; the solid line has been calculated using the parameters of Table 1 and an activation energy of 0.23 eV, and is also shown
offset by 0.005 Å for clarity. Bars on the calculated line estimate uncertainty in the activated part of the model, which increases asTC is approached.
(B) Unit cell parameter data for ZrMo2O8 on warming (open points) and cooling (closed points). The solid lines represent a model with Einstein
temperatures fixed at values comparable to those obtained for ZrWMoO8 where higher quality data are available over a wider temperature range
and are intended as a guide to the eye.

Figure 3. Fractional occupancy of the excess oxygen site on slow
cooling ZrWMoO8 obtained by Rietveld refinement in space group
P213. The solid line represents a fit to a simple 3D cubic Ising model
of the phase transition. AboveTC the true space group isPa3h, and the
occupancy is required by symmetry to be 0.5. This parameter is
therefore ill-defined by the refinement strategy adopted, leading to the
observed scatter.
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model for such a transition well.11 Oxygen ordering in slow-
cooled ZrWMoO8, in contrast to ZrW2O8, is not complete even
at 2 K, the fractional occupancy of the favored site reaching
only 0.80. There are several possible explanations for this lack
of complete ordering. One possibility is that it reflects the
inherent disorder of Mo and W on the tetrahedral sites of
ZrWMoO8. A given “pair” of tetrahedral sites may locally be
W2O8, WMoO8, or Mo2O8. These three possibilities, together
with the far greater number of possibilities for 2nd nearest
neighbor M2O8 groups, will lead to oxygen sites with a range
of local potentials. This could perhaps lead to frustration of the
oxygen ordering. A second possibility is that the introduction
of Mo lowers the phase transition temperature to such an extent
that the kinetics of O migration at 200 K are insufficient to
allow further ordering. Slow cooling through the phase transition
at half the rate of the initial experiment showed no increase in
oxygen ordering (in fact a slightly lower degree of ordering
was observed).19 However, significantly slower cooling rates
(not possible during neutron diffraction experiments) would be
required to fully investigate this phenomenon. It is clear,
however, that the introduction of 50% Mo on the tetrahedral
sites of ZrWMoO8 has lowered the phase transition temperature
sufficiently that we can successfully stabilize bothR andâ forms
of the material at the same temperature. The cell parameter
difference of the two forms corresponds to a∆Vdisorder(∆Vdisorder

) Vdisordered- Vordered) of -0.24% at 0 K. This figure is an
underestimate of the value for a fully ordered to fully disordered
transition.

The “hump” observed in the cell parameter on warming the
quenched sample can be understood in terms of the oxygen-
ordering phase transition. As the material is warmed toward
200 K there is sufficient thermal energy for the quenched
disordered oxygen array to order toward the more thermody-
namically stableR form. However, the nature of the experiment
(in which the sample is held at a given temperature,T, for only
471 s) means that insufficient time is allowed for the sample to
reach its equilibrium structure (and hence cell parameter) at
temperatures below∼270 K. For this reason, the variation of
the cell parameter during a single experimental temperature
interval contains information concerning the rate of the oxygen
ordering process at that temperature.

The temperature dependence of the unit cell parameter data
has been parametrized using expressions derived from the
Gruneisen approximation, which relates the thermal expansion
to the heat capacity at constant volume,CV(T), the isothermal
compressibility,K0, and the volume,V0, at absolute zero:R(T)
) γK0CV(T)/V0.20 For the purposes of this analysis, the heat
capacity, CV(T), has been approximated by two Einstein
contributions, one weighted with a negative Gruneisen parameter
to model low-energy phonons that tend to contract the lattice,
and one with a positive contribution to model those modes that
tend to expand the lattice. Despite the gross approximation to
the true phonon density of states, such a model is able to
parametrize the observed cell parameter extremely well (Figure
2), with a low number of refined parameters.

To obtain a good fit to the cell parameter on warming
(excluding the “humped” region between 200 and 300 K) it
was necessary to introduce a constant offset in the cell parameter
data below 200 K. This suggests that even during the rapid initial
cooling of the sample (220 K h-1) some oxygen ordering

occurred. The overall warming cell parameter was thus described
by an expressionawarm(T) ) a0 + E1 + E2 + δawarm, wherea0

is the cell parameter at 0 K,E1 andE2 represent the two Einstein
contributions to the thermal expansion, andδawarm (δawarm ) 0
for T > TC) represents the increase in cell parameter due to
partial ordering during quench cooling. The same function was
used to model the cooling cell parameter,acool(T) aboveTC.
Below TC R-ZrWMoO8 has a significantly more negative
thermal expansion coefficient, presumably due to the more open
nature of the structure, and was fitted to an expressionacool(T)
) a0 + E3 + E4 + δacool. From this parametrization (Table 1)
one can derive approximate expressions for the cell parameter
of a (hypothetical) fully disordered sample ofâ-ZrWMoO8 over
the entire temperature range.

Since the cell parameter is measured far more precisely in a
powder diffraction experiment than an oxygen site occupancy
parameter can be refined, we have used the excess cell of the
warmed sample over a hypothetical fully disordered material
to give information about the oxygen ordering. If one assumes
that the oxygen ordering depends on the (excess cell)1/2, it can
be shown that the extent of ordering,f(T), at any temperature
is given by

whereδawarm represents the excess cell parameter at a given
temperature of the quenched sample over a fully disordered
material on warming, andδaeqm represents the excess cell
parameter of a sample at equilibrium (assumed here to be the
sample obtained on slow cooling). In a temperature-time
experiment such as that performed here, the extent of ordering
at any point will depend on the overall changes that have
occurred at each preceding temperature, for the entire time of
the experiment to date. If one assumes a simple first-order rate
law, the rate expression for such a process can be shown to be
given by

wherekT is the first-order rate constant at a given temperature,
δf(T) represents the change in extent of ordering at temperature
T, and∑T)0

T-1δf(T) is the sum of changes inf(T) at all preceding
temperatures.21 Under the assumption thatf(T) values can be
extracted from the excess cell parameter, the “hump” ofawarm

(19) Cooling from 270 to 200 K at the slower rate of 8.25 K h-1 led to
a majority site occupancy of 0.75. We believe that the degree of oxygen
ordering may depend critically on the full thermal history of the sample.

(20) Reeber, R. R.Phys. Status Solidi A1975, 32, 321.

Table 1. Coefficients in the Expression ln(Rphonon/R0) ) c1θ1/
[exp(θ1/T) - 1] + c2θ2/[exp(θ2/T) - 1], whereR(T) ) Rphonon + δR,
Used To Parametrize the Phonon Contributions to the Overall Cell
Parameter,a(T)a

quenched sample
(warming)

slow cooled sample
(cooling)

a0(â-ZrWMoO8) (Å) 9.16226
δa (Å) 0.00107 0.00826
a(T)0 K) ) a0 + δa (Å) 9.16333 9.17052
θ1 (K) 55.3 64.0
c1 (×10-7 K-1) -90.3 -105
θ2 (K) 1143.8 929.8
c2 (×10-7 K-1) 65.6 55.9

a Constantsc1 andc2 are treated here as refineable parameters and
approximate effects of the true phonon density of states, Gruneisen
parameters, volume, and compressibility.

f(T) )
δawarm

1/2

δaeqm
1/2

exp(-kTt) ) 1 -
δf(T)

1 - ∑
T)0

T-1

δf(T)
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contains information about the rate constant at each experimental
temperature. If one assumes a simple Arrhenius type behavior
[kT ) A exp(-EA/RT)] then information about the activation
energy of the process can be obtained. In fact the rate
expressions can be fitted directly to the observed cell parameter,
giving the fit of Figure 2 and values ofA ) 11 s-1 andEA )
0.23 eV (22 kJ mol-1). We estimate the error onEA to be(0.05
eV.

The observation of bulk oxygen migration at such low
temperatures in the solid state is unusual. Migration of excess
oxygen has been reported at low temperature in certain
nonstoichiometric systems related to the high-temperature
cuprate superconductors. For example, compelling evidence for
oxygen diffusion in La2CuO4+δ at low temperatures has been
derived by magnetic susceptibility, neutron diffraction, and NQR
measurements. Activation energies have been estimated at
0.24,22 0.25,23 and 0.31 eV24 by various techniques. The
temperature at which significant mobility occurs has been quoted
as occurring between 150 and 230 K, and is extremely technique
dependent. Oxygen mobility has also been inferred from powder
neutron diffraction measurements on La2NiO4+δ where phase
transitions involving oxygen migration have been described at
temperatures as low as 220 K.25 Further support for the proposed
oxygen migration model in ZrWMoO8 comes from complex
impedance measurements which show a conductivity ofσ ∼
10-6 Ω-1 cm-1 at around 700 K. A plot of lnσ against 1/T
(Figure 4) suggests an activation energy of around 0.67( 0.1
eV at high temperature. Activation energies for oxygen migra-
tion are frequently temperature dependent, and depend on the
specific phase in question. Given that the low-temperature
experiment measures short-range oxygen migration to a ther-
modynamically more stable ordered material, whereas the high-
temperature experiments presumably monitor a longer-range
effect, these two values do not seem inconsistent.

Figure 2 also contains cell parameter data for ZrMo2O8, which
have been recorded at considerably more temperatures than
previously reported.8 The material was again quench-cooled
before warming gradually to 450 K, then cooling slowly from
300 K. Diffraction data suggest that the material retains the

disorderedâ structure throughout. There are, however, clear
discrepancies between warming and cooling cell parameters.
In addition, a marked discontinuity was caused in the warming
cell parameter by a 500 min anneal at 196 K. These observations
provide further evidence that introduction of Mo on the
tetrahedral site of these materials lowers the transition temper-
ature to the orderedR-AM2O8 structure. The ordering temper-
ature in ZrMo2O8 is presumably lower still than that of ZrW2O8

(448 K) or ZrWMoO8 (270 K), and oxygen ordering is yet to
be observed by ourselves or others.8 The discontinuities and
dependence on thermal history of the cell parameter of ZrMo2O8

do, however, provide indirect evidence that oxygen-ordering
effects may also be important in this material.

The effect of both static and dynamic oxygen disorder in the
ZrM2O8 materials is to cause a significant reduction in volume;
the cell parameter at 0 K being some 0.0082 Å larger for an
80% ordered sample of ZrWMoO8 than a disordered sample;
∆Vdisorder ) -0.24%. The observation of a decrease in cell
volume at a temperature driven phase transition is somewhat
unusual.26 This phenomenon can, however, be rationalized by
similar arguments used to understand the negative expansion
coefficient. If one uses the thermodynamic relationship

we see that for materials withRV negativeS and V are anti-
correlated.27 One measure of disorder which may influence the
volume of these framework materials is the regularity of the
Zr-O-M bond angles. In the ordered ZrM2O8 structure there
are two distinct Zr-O-M bond angles of ca. 154 and 173°. In
the high-temperature dynamically disordered material, bond
angles lose their individual identities and fluctuate between these
extremes. In the statically disordered material, local disorder
of oxygen sites will lead to a similar static disorder of Zr-
O-M angles, a local entropic gain, and cause contraction of
the material. The inference that the arrangement of Zr-O-M
angles (determined in turn by O ordering) can influence the
volume of these materials can perhaps be appreciated by the
simple two-dimensional analogy of an 8-membered ring com-
prising 4 metal atoms and 4 two-coordinate bridging oxygen
atoms (Figure 5). If this ring has two M-O-M bond angles of
90° and two of 120°, then the total area enclosed by the ring
differs depending on the sequence of bond angles (a 90°, 120°,
90°, 120° sequence of bond angles around the ring having a
∼1% smaller volume than 90°, 90°, 120°, 120°).26 The cell
volume of a framework material will therefore depend not only
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Figure 4. Arrhenius plot of ln(conductivity) against inverse temperature
derived from high-temperature complex impedance measurements.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of how the area of a two-
dimensional metal oxide ring depends on the sequence of bond angles
around that ring. (A) A bond angle sequence of 90°, 120°, 90°, 120°
gives a ring area of 4.3155 Å2 (for a M-O distance of 1 Å), 0.8%
larger than (B) a bond angle sequence of 90°, 90°, 120°, 120° (area)
4.2802 Å2). Metal atoms are represented by small light circles and
oxygen atoms large dark circles. Modeled after Hazen et al.26
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on the value of the framework bond angles, but also on their
arrangement in the structure. Similar arguments have been
proposed to explain a negative∆Vdisorder in RbAlSi3O8.26

The structure adopted by ZrM2O8 at any temperature is clearly
determined by several factors. From this experiment the ordered
R-ZrM2O8 structure can be seen to be thermodynamically
favored overâ-ZrM2O8 at low temperatures, though it probably
represents only one kinetically accessible local minimum on
the free energy hypersurface. This stability is, at least in part,
driven by the electrostatic ordering of the one-coordinate oxygen
ions. Bond valence arguments28,29 have shown, however, that
oxygen is significantly underbonded at this site.30 This presum-
ably drives both the high-temperature and high-pressure phase
transitions in these phases. There is clearly also an entropic
contribution to the stability of theâ-ZrM2O8 structure.

Table 2 contains linear expansion coefficient values for
ZrW2O8,11 the ordered and disordered forms of ZrWMoO8, and
the sample of ZrMo2O8 with two different thermal histories.

The thermal expansion coefficient can be seen to correlate with
the volume of the unit cell at low temperature. The larger the
0 K volume of the framework structure, the more negative the
volume expansion coefficient. This presumably reflects the
increased dominance of transverse modes with negative Gru-
neisen parameters to the overall thermal expansion in the more
open materials.

Conclusion

This work has confirmed that the three members of the
ZrW2-xMoxO8 series studied in detail to date exhibit strong,
isotropic negative thermal expansion over a broad temperature
range. The existence of oxygen ordering in ZrWMoO8 has been
shown for the first time, and we have demonstrated that oxygen
migration can occur in this phase at temperatures as low as
200 K. The introduction of Mo lowers the transition temperature
from the ordered to disordered structure significantly (448 to
270 K). The degree of oxygen ordering in these materials
influences their unit cell volume, such that both phonon
contributions and oxygen distribution must be considered when
trying to understand their thermal contraction behavior.
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Table 2. Linear Expansion Coefficients,Rl, and Cell Parameter at
0 K for ZrW2-xMoxO8 Samplesa

material a (0 K) Rl (×10-6 K-1)

ZrW2O8
11 9.18000 -9.7

ZrWMoO8 quenched 9.16333 -8.6
ZrWMoO8 slow cool 9.16793 -9.4
ZrMo2O8 quenched 9.14820 -7.6
ZrMo2O8 slow cool 9.14721 -7.8

a Details of sample thermal histories are given in the text; values of
R are quoted from 30 to 120 K for comparison.
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